“Responsible Pet Ownership for the Life of your Pet. Pets are not disposable!”
165, promenade Baybreeze Drive, Dalhousie, NB E8C 1E4

506-684-4396

Donate to Pay an Adoption Fee for someone!
If your home is already full of whiskers & paws and
you simply can’t adopt right now but still want to
help that special cat or dog who has captured your
heart, you can donate to pay that animal’s adoption
fee for someone!
Cats/Kittens – just $95, Dogs/Puppies – just $185
(promotional fees may exist from time to time)

When you can make a donation in the amount of
the current Adoption Fee, we’ll add a ‘starburst’ to
an animal’s ‘Waiting to be Adopted’ Photo & to their
kennel, to let potential adopters know that the
adoption fee has been paid for them! Wow!
This ‘donated adoption fee’ is a bonus which often encourages added interest in long-term
residents who are simply being over-looked because they are a little older, or their fur is
black, or they are no longer a puppy or kitten, etc. Knowing a cat or dog in our adoption
area no longer has an adoption fee, will sometimes put those ‘hard to adopt’ candidates a
little further up the list! Donating the adoption fee often helps an animal get adopted more
quickly! And you’ll feel ‘amazing’ knowing you played a part in rehoming a shelter animal!
Rest assured, that even though you have donated the adoption fee, we still require that the
Adoption Application is completed as usual, and will ensure we choose the ‘best match’
adopter for the animal as always, including a financial commitment for the life of the pet.
We will take extra care to ensure adopters are reminded that although the adoption fee has
been paid for them by a generous donor, it’s a small portion of the financial commitment &
responsibility required to own a pet.

LIKE our Facebook page to stay informed about your Restigouche County SPCA!
www.facebook.com/RESTIGOUCHECOUNTYSPCA
Website : https://www.restigouchespca.com
Thank you for your support!
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